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Social change
drivers

Meet two
RBA analysts
passionate about
making the
world a better
place p6
Discover your
Economics + X
dream job p4
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Understand the world
around you.

Make a difference.
Explore economics.
To find out more about how you could make a difference

For more
information
aboutvisit:
what
economics is visit
if you
study economics,
www.rba.gov.au/education
www.rba.gov.au/education
CAREERSwithSTEM.com
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senior research
manager, rba

head of department /
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Economics skills have never be
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firms, decide to allocate
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meet their needs and wa
sum of the choices of
me try to understand the
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all households and firms
e in this; economists
use of data plays a key rol
to better understand
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nomy and make
the performance of the eco
ght happen if different
predictions about what mi
t in place. Economic
economic policies are pu
choices available to
policy decisions affect the
all our lives.
individuals and so affect
s been particularly
The role of economics ha
two years. The COVID-19
prominent over the past
en a major public
pandemic has not only be
t shockwaves through
health crisis, but it has sen
rld. Globally, and here in
economies across the wo
and central banks have
Australia, governments
ry economic policy
undertaken extraordina
ir economies during this
measures to support the
ions are based on the
event – these policy decis
work of economists.
able to assess the
Core to my role is being
ly, financial activity of
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es. Our understanding
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tor is responding to this
of how the financial sec
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unprecedented event ha
, we can see how the
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monetary policy measu

Kohler A
Dr Marion
ic Markets, RB

Head of Domest

have flowed through to
lower lending rates faced
by households and busin
esses, or how credit they
have borrowed from bank
s has changed. Analysis
like this has informed the
monetary policy
measures the Reserve Ba
nk has taken.
More generally, economi
sts use their skills, such
as critical thinking, analy
sis and data science, to
inform policies that ultim
ately support people’s
wellbeing. These skills are
powerful. Over the
years, I’ve found that the
y are important in
a wide range of differen
t roles, as well as for
broader understanding of
the news and what’s
happening around us –
here in Australia and
abroad. They also have a
positive impact on
the way I make decision
s for my own life.
Studying economics giv
es students a framework
of thinking that’s relevan
t and flexible – it
provides the perfect gro
unding for you to pursu
e
the career you’re intereste
d in and answer the
questions you’re most pa
ssionate about.
Dr Marion Kohler
Head of Domestic Marke
ts,

RBA

Economists use their skills, such as critical
thinking, analysis and data science, to inform policies
that ultimately support people’s wellbeing”
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Whether you’re a maths wiz who loves numbers, a thrillseeker who thrives in a high-pressure
environment or someone who wants to change the world, economics has a career to match your passion.
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Economics+Psychology=

Behavioural Economics

Your passion:
understanding human be
haviour
Careers and earning
potential:
• Market research analy
st ($47K–$70K)
•B
 ehavioural economic
consultant ($57K–$76K)
• Policy advisor ($58K–$
113K)
The lowdown: Working
collaboratively,
you’ll investigate what fac
tors inf luence
our everyday decisions
– from where
we go to what we eat – ba
sed on
psycholog y and market
research,
transforming these insigh
ts into
practical solutions.
Employers: Australian
Government
(BETA), Frontier Economics
, PwC Australia

CAREERSwithSTEM.com

#2
Economics+Altruism=

Development Economics
economic
Your passion: helping
ange in
growth and structural ch
es
low-income countri
potential:
Careers and earning
st ($58K–$128K)
• Development economi
10K)
• Urban planner ($53K-$1
K)
113
• Policy advisor ($58K–$
for government,
The lowdown: Working
a charity, NGO or
l focus on
global organisation, you’l
causes of
understanding the core
ment,
poverty, economic develop
affecting
growth and other factors
low-income
a population’s welfare in
use these
countries. You will then
interventions,
fic
eci
sp
insights to inform
design.
as well as broader policy
Government
Employers: Australian
The World Bank
(DFAT), United Nations,
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Economics+
Conservation=

Balancing the
books for nature
and humanity

Environmental
Economics

#3

Economics+Health=

Health Economist

g quality and
Your passion: enablin
are
cost-effective healthc
potential:
Careers and earning
–$135K)
0K
• Health economist ($9
5K–$126K)
($5
• Healthcare consultant
00K–$163K)
($1
• Market access manager
in private
The lowdown: Working
urance
industry (think: health ins
cal
corporations, pharmaceuti
sector or
companies), the research
estigate how
government, you will inv
healthcare.
our resources are used in
d using data
By analysing statistics an
e health policy
models, you will inf luenc
re.
to help improve patient ca
hon
Employers: ANZ, Marat
Health, CSIRO

abbie rogers

People want to see m
ore
environmental resp
on
si
bi
li
ty
in the decisions that
are made”
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Co-Director, Centre for Environmental
Economics and Policy, UWA

A

bbie had never heard of
environmental economics
when she began her degree in
natural resource management
at the University of Western
w she
Australia (UWA). She just kne
nt.
me
iron
had a passion for the env
environmental
is
she
r,
A PhD and several years late
economist
Centre
now Co-Director of the UWA
and
for Environmental Economics
ntal economist.
me
iron
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Policy and an
n
about is the problem of erosio
A topic Abbie is passionate
ate
tralian coastline due to clim
and inundation around the Aus
ted
duc
con
ivities. She has
change and other human act
g
ernment departments lookin
gov
sur veys and research for
problem.
at better ways to solve this
spot, people might build
“When we have an erosion hot
often
d,” Abbie says. “But they’re
a seawall or car t in some san
y the
res and they’re not necessaril
temporary, expensive measu
tead,
ironmental perspective.” Ins
most beneficial from an env
bought
ue to benefits that can’t be
Abbie assigns monetary val
n
the
can
She
g.
wildlife viewin
or sold – like beach visits or
ly.
fair
ns
utio
s of different sol
evaluate the costs and benefit
ing
tor
res
stal erosion is
One alternative solution to coa
it to
bac
tem k in place or restore
reefs. “If you put an ecosys
tion
get that coastal protec
some sor t of good quality, you
wave movements, protecting
benefit – slowing down the
st,” she explains. “But you
the infrastructure on the coa
unities for ecotourism,
also potentially create opport
rcial fishing, carbon
recreational fishing, comme
environmental benefit of
sequestration, as well as the
and functioning.”
the ecosystem being healthy
economics is growing in
Abbie thinks environmental
the
ognised by government and
importance, increasingly rec
for making decisions.
private sector as a key tool
ironmental responsibility in
“People want to see more env
” she says. – Ben Skuse
the decisions that are made,

PhD (Environmental
Economics), UWA
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value on the
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environmental conser
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Bachelor of Science (Natural
Resource Management), UWA

Your passion: improvin
g the
relationship between the
economy
and the environment
Careers and earning
potential:
• Environmental consulta
nt ($53K–$97K)
• Environmental project
manager ($54K–$145K)
• Policy analyst ($57K–$
109K)
The lowdown: You will
study the
economics of natural res
ources from
both sides: their extracti
on and use,
and the waste products ret
urned to the
environment. You’ll also
study how
economic incentives hurt
or help the
environment, and how the
y can be
used to create sustainable
policies
and environmental soluti
ons.
Employers: Australian
Government
(DAWE), Edge Environme
nt, BMT

ECONOMICS

Jessica Dunphy
Senior An
alyst, RBA

Senior Analyst,
RBA

ECONOMICS+RBA

THE
SOCIAL
CHANGE
DRIVERS
Meet two RBA economists who
chose their careers inspired by
a passion for social justice issues

Analyst,
RBA

Jessica Dunphy didn’t always
know much about economics, but
she knew it was key to driving
real social change

LAUREN TROMPP

er branch of
Economics isn’t just anoth
re is some
science or maths. While the
plains that
maths involved, Jessica ex
ng a systematic
economics is all about usi
x real-world
approach to solving comple
litics can be
po
d
an
problems. “Economics
deeply intertwined.”
ior analyst
Jessica’s current role as a sen
big issues
involves thinking about the
yment. Her
around wages and unemplo
dership position
career goal? To reach a lea
ntal in driving
where she can be instrume
torical moments.
change during critical his
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Intern,
RBA

I felt econom
held the answer toics
understanding why
disadvantage persists
in society and what
e
can do to help stop w
it”
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Bachelor of Economic
s
of Arts, University(Honours) / Bachelor
of Queensland

SHUTTERSTOCK

A social science

Intern,
KPMG

A
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ool and
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mi
no
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honestly didn’t know what
at
it
dy
was before I decided to stu
ts.
mi
ad
university,” she
h school
However, in her senior hig
sted in politics
years, Jessica became intere
der inequality
and social issues like gen
notice that
to
and poverty, and began
were often used
sts
“insights from economi
s”.
to inform policy decision
answer to
the
ld
he
cs
mi
no
“I felt eco
vantage persists
understanding why disad
do to help
in society and what we can
signed up for a
stop it,” Jessica says. So she
cs and arts at the
double degree in economi
, kickstarting
University of Queensland
mist.
no
her career path as an eco

W hat’s the RBA?

weather
Zan Fairal
yst, RBA
Senior An

Zan Fairweather chose to major
in economics after he discovered it
was a framework for solving some
of our most pressing social problems

Senior Analyst,
RBA

The Reser ve Ba nk
of Australia
(R BA) is Australia’s
centra l
ba nk and is respons
ible for
conducti ng monetar
y policy,
ma intain ing a stron
g
financia l system
and issuin g ou r
ba nk notes.
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Analyst,
RBA

d
hroughout high school an
s really
wa
he
s
say
n
university, Za
verty,
interested in issues like po
ring his
Du
nt.
me
health and the environ
e at the
erc
mm
degree – a Bachelor of Co
st
fir
n
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University of Melbourne
work
me
fra
a
learnt about economics “as
d
an
of,
vers
for thinking about the dri
s
ial issue like
solutions to, important soc
these”, he says.
his major
Zan chose economics as
.
and hasn’t looked back

Consultant,
World Bank

Choices, choices

Research Assistant,
Fred Hollows Found
ation

s choosing
The challenge for Zan wa
which field to pursue.
s that hire
“There are a lot of industrie
lp him
economists,” he says. To he
d work
orl
l-w
rea
decide, Zan gained
e,
gre
de
experience during his
mics at the
including in health econo
Hollows
World Bank and the Fred

Foundation, as well as int
erning at
the RBA and Deloitte. In
the end,
Zan chose a graduate role
at the
RBA, where he is currentl
y working
as a senior analyst in the
department
responsible for issuing Au
stralia’s
banknotes.

Bachelor of Commerc
e (Economics),
University of Melbo
urne

Cash flow

Zan’s job is to use statistic
al models to
help predict demand for cas
h, ensure
there are enough bankno
tes printed
to meet that demand and
create
policies that make the dis
tribution
of banknotes (that is, how
they get
to your bank or ATM) mo
re efficient
and sustainable.
“The most exciting part is
being able
to apply what I’ve learnt at
university to
a real-world issue and tha
t my ideas will
help contribute to change,
” he says.
Zan says it’s an exciting tim
e to be an
economist: “There are so
many things you
can do with economics, so
it can provide
a flexible career path if yo
u do decide to
take it further.” – Gemma
Chilton

There are a lot
of industries that
hire economists”
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Ready to take the next step? An
onomics today
Start building your career in ec

Explore
economics

Hear from real econ
om ists
and find out more
about
careers in econom ics
at:
rba.gov.au/educatio
n
/explore-economics
/

Be a self-directed le
arner
Not all education happens
uni! Learn economics in youat school or
with these free online resou r own time
rces:

RBA Resources

The Reserve Bank of Austr
has a whole raft of free alia
materials online, including
explainers, videos and digita
interactive activities to help l
you understand important
economics concepts. Visit rba
gov.au/education/resource .
s

University of Yo

ube
How amazing is YouTube? uT
No
,
the cat videos – the cool (an not
d free!)
educational materials. For exa
you can watch a full set of lec mple,
from the Massachusetts Ins tures
titute
of Technology (MIT)
microeconomics course wit
Professor Jonathan Gruber, h
now from home. #MindBlownright
bit.ly/MIT-economics
Not quite ready to level-up to
full
uni lectures yet? Try the short
,
easy-to-understand CrashC
economics playlist at bit.ly/ourse
economics-crash-course
The Economist ma

Bookmark economist.comgazine
stay up to speed with global and
economics-related news.

SHUTTERSTOCK

The Economists po

Plug into ABC Radio Nationadcast
The Economists podcast, l’s
which “uses the tools of
economics to shine
a light on life”, with new
episodes airing every
Thursday a 5.30pm.

CAREERSwithSTEM.com

After schools are

Most economist
university qualified,
but that doesn’t mean
your exact path is set in
stone. Here are some .
ideas to get you started..
elor of Economics,
Most universities offer a Bachrting point for
which is a pretty obvious sta
Generally, advanced
a career as an economist! req
uisites.
maths and English are pre r a STEM+X edge with
Consider giving your careecombine economics
a double degree! You could ssionate about like
with another area you’re paor computer science.
mathematics, law, sciencechoose a different
Alternatively, you could
skill with a Master's
undergraduate degree andEcuponomics.
or Graduate Certificate in
8

Flip over for
careers with maths&d
ata!

